
edTPA National Implementation Conference “Items of Note” 
 

1. Large Colleges of Teacher Education Implementation Efforts— 
 
We at UNC Charlotte are in the category of large teacher education program, 
and are probably well aware of these facts BUT we have these pros that other 
COEDs are struggling with: 

 Payment of 
 Faculty training 
 Level of support(s) 
 Many of the offered sessions were in areas we have already addressed 

AND might even be exceling in 
 

2. Candidates becoming more Proficient with Student “Assets”— 
 
We as a program need to address “assets” more directly and we need to see 
REAL examples and REAL opportunities for our candidates.  This is a real 
world concern as well as 2 different rubrics from Task 1 and 2 and can 
directly impact multiple other rubrics and thus the overall score. 
 

3. Early Implementation with Education Majors/Minors— 
 
Lots of other programs, mainly the smaller, have early access to the 
candidates compared to our only really junior and senior year.  These 
programs are able to implement more direct edTPA language into course 
work and that has had a more successful impact for them.  These programs 
are not necessarily doing practice tasks because their trajectory is longer.  
Additionally, I will say while I liked what I heard and read on this, these 
programs are much smaller than our program. 
  

4. Connection to School Partners and Clinical Educators— 
 
Some COEDs can limit (because of small size) of programs the number of 
people involved in the process for their candidates, such as faculty both 
supervise and see them in multiple classes before hand.  These programs also 
have a narrower group of P-12 partners and clinical educators to use as well. 

 
Additional P-12 Partner Information: 

 P-12 Explanation of score reporting and what the measure means and what 
key rubrics are good indicators of new teacher success.  We could create a 
committee around this to handle some of this outreach. 

 P-12 Mentor teacher training around edTPA not just informing.  Remember 
TEI added day around this and we had almost no involvement from MDSK in 
TEI, should edTPA in 2019 be more of a focus than TEI? 



 Can we get district people like facilitators and CEs trained on site by our 
people?  

 What about some outreach to current scorers of edTPA that work in our 
different P-12 partner classrooms? 

 Can we maybe create a 1-day training team from these individuals? How do 
we find these people? 

 
5. Academic Language Demand Multi-Course Implementation— 

 
 Melanie Hundley and Kristy Brown are working on this for SCALE.  This new 

type of implementation can happen over multiple semesters with different 
course OR with one course but with multiple assignments (time permitting). 

 The idea is to start with the different parts of the language demands, 
Vocabulary, Function, Syntax, and Discourse and build the candidates ability 
to identify and create them individually.   

 Candidates would start by creating vocabulary lists in their chosen content 
and discuss how to implement (or possibly have chance to do clinical work 
around this, but NOT required).  Eventually they create a lesson around 
function (this is taught).  Then choose one of the other two demands to do 
the third assignment.   

 This is being developed and will be released VERY soon.  It definitely will be 
something flexible to implement.  The assignments are formatted and 
suggestions given BUT tons of freedom to implement by instructors using 
these assignments. 

 
Overall—Great Conference, really good connections made!  I met lots of very 
supportive individuals across the board from other COEDs, School Partner 
administrators, and even Pearson personnel. 
 
 
 


